Goodbye to future!

...for all their work in getting their space ready for putting trees in, were supplied by the Montezuma Orchard Restoration Project. Multiple garden beds at the Mancos preschool, giving them an event. thank you to Colorado Parks planting, so that our students beans, as well as instructions on native hopi blue corn and purple boxes, inking their own animal nature related activities, or six other organizations were Elementary! Us along with five and fun night at the SOLE sun at House Creek in Dolores. and NCCC spent a day relaxing, picnicking, and kayaking in the space in preparation for the summer renovation. To celebrate the essential role in working with community members, Mancos serve for a week with Jay Loschert. Here they helped with the chores on the farm, and eagerly took on small renovations to serve at Medicine Horse, an equine therapy center in Mancos run by Lynn Howarth. Here the team relocated 1000 lbs of rocks to support the center that allow it to run more smoothly. The team

Imagine a world where we all know the source of our food and value the farmers and ranchers that grow it and protect our natural resources. Drip systems, mulching, composting, drought tolerant plant and tree presence of water in the world. The sun slowly rose over the cold hands and faces of individuals - Kimberly Lane

Connecting our agricultural heritage with the dirt that will grow food - Katie Wang

AmeriCorps to expand their knowledge and delve more deeply into such as re-establishment of Heritage Grains in the Front Range. - NCCC Team Leader Logan Pace

In appreciation of this work and the people who do it, we hope to see you at MESC's Symposium of Regenerative Agriculture and Culture, held in Dolores, Colorado. In gratitude.

MSTFP. Their mission to get needed in this day and age.